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Fae courts acotar

Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. in: English Comments Share Insigniers of Prythian's Courts. There are seven courts that govern Prythian, each with a High Lord's verdict on it. They are divided into two, the Season Courts and the Solar Courts. There is also the symbolic Eighth Court, called The Middle, which is considered sacred.
Seasonal Courts The nature of seasonal courts is linked to their High Lords, whose magic and will keep them in eternal spring, summer, autumn, or winter, as a strange stagnation. Solar Courts The Solar Courts are of a more symbolic nature, each court adheres to the laws of nature. All three courts go through the sun's rise and fall, but depending on their court, it can be different
for each. For example, the nights in the Night Court are said to be much more beautiful than those in other courts. Trivia Every court in Prythian has an insignia with a design that symbolizes the court. Español Português do Brasil Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. High FaeLesser FaeriesIllyrianPeregrynSeraphim Faeries or Fae are
immortal beings living north of the Wall, in Prythian, other kingdoms such as the Kingdom of Hybern, and in other kingdoms. Particularities Most of the things people know about faeries come from legends. That's why some of the things that people know about faeries aren't true. Human knowledge / Myths about Faeries Faeries have magical powers. Before the War, they ruled all
over the known world and people were their slaves, but the treaty forced them to retreat north of the Wall and never come back. Human legends say faeries can't cross the wall. Human legends also say that the only way to kill a faerie is by using iron and ash wood weapons. Some people also buy iron charm to keep faeries away. The faeries are also believed to like silver. They
say they can't lie. Reality Faeries can cross the wall. The only thing they can't do is enslave people again. Iron has little effect on them, but ash wood can damage or kill them. They have the ability to lie, and do it a lot. Types of faeries There are two main types of faeries: The High Fae: humanoid fae that was made specifically to be the ruler of all faeries The Lesser Faeries: faeries
that do not look human and serve other purposes (example: water-wraiths) Special Faeries Daemati are faeries who have the ability to enter another person's mind. They can read, influence and even crush someone's mind, depending on their education and power. Shadowsingers have the power of shadows and can control, transport and blend into them. They are among the
few who have the ability to hear and feel things others can't, making them excellent spymasters.  Siare is a rare type of faerie that can predict the future by Like shadowsingers, they can feel and experience things others can't and therefore are very valuable to them in the presence of one.  Women Fae female menstrual cycle does not work like human cycles. In fact Fae has very
painful cycles twice a year, probably every 6 months. We can also assume that fae female reach sexual maturity later than the average human age as we were told that Rhysand's mother first bled when she was eighteen and Mother first bled when she was seventeen. In some Fae communities, like Illyrians and is Hewn City, when a woman has bled she is ready to immediately
marry a man of her family's choice and at this point she must give him offspring. The Children of Blessed Blessed Children are people, mostly young women, who believe that faeries are good and worship them as gods. They wear silver bracelets, possibly to mimic those that high priestesses wear, and try to register people to cross the wall in Prythian. They are regarded in a very
bad light in human countries, and even Fae doesn't take much fancy to them, using them only for entertainment or as games. Art by Maddie Bayley Feyre CursebreakerDefender by RainbowCursebreakerFeyre Cauldron-blessedFeyre Darling (by Rhysand)Mate (by Rhysand)High Lady of the Night Court High Lady of the Night CourtEmissary to the Night Court (formerly) 19
(ACOTAR)20 (ACOMAF &amp; ACOWAR)21 (ACOFAS) Darkness ManipulationIce ManipulationFire ManipulationFire ManipulationLight GenerationShapeshiftingFlight via (shapeshift) WingsHealing AbilitiesDaemati AbilitiesWinnowingGlamouring Rhysand (make/mate)Tamlin (ex-fiancé)Isaac Hale (former lover) I was not a pet, not a doll, not an animal. I was a survivor, and I was
strong. I would not be weak, or helpless again I would not, could not be broken. Tamed. – Feyre, A Court of Thorns and Roses Feyre Archeron (pronounced: Fay-ruh [1]) is the High Lady of the Night Court and the first High Lady of Prythian ever. She was originally a Mortal but resurrected as a High Fae of the Seven High Lords after her death Under the Mountain. Feyre was a
resident of the Court of Dreams in Velaris after leaving Spring Court, but returned to Spring Court following the events in Hybern on the A Court of Mist and Fury. As of the conclusion of the trilogy, Feyre has once again settled in Velaris, reigning the Night Court as the High Lady along with Rhysand, her friend, husband and high lord of the night court. The appearance of Feyre is
tall, slim, and powerfully built, with pale skin, golden brown hair, and slightly up-leaning blue-gray eyes. Before she came to the spring court, Feyre ate very little because of her family's poverty, which made her extremely thin. But when settled in the spring court, she filled out to a healthy weight, as she says herself her body now like that of a woman, with her full breasts and
sweeping, soft curves of her waist and hips. Despite her thinness, she had always been considered strong. After her time in the spring court, her skin tanned and freckles. She has a pert and beautiful and straight nose, sharp cheekbones, and a soft mouth (her father's mouth). She is described as beautiful. Her left forearm bore a tattoo that she got from Rhysand. After being
transformed into a High Fae while living with Tamlin, she wastes away and becomes skinny once again, during this period she describes her face as a gauntlet, with sharp cheekbones, her eyes are dull and smeared with purple underneath, her full lips are wan and her collarbone jut out. She eventually regains her weight during her stay in the Night Court of the A Court of Mist and
Fury. Her left forearm bore a tattoo that she got from Rhysand. The tattoo serves as a bargain contract that requires Feyre to spend a week each month of his life in the Night Court. The tattoo meaning her find with Rhysand was later destroyed by the King of Hybern in A Court of Mist and Fury. But her other arm now carries a matching tattoo to the original, marking her as the High
Lady of the Night Court. Following the incident of A Court Of Wings and Ruin Feyre wears her High Lady tattoo on her right arm, while on her left arm she has a black ribbon from her find Bryaxis and twin to her right tattoo that marks her find to die while taking Rhysand. She has four phases of the moon with a small star in the middle of them tattooed down her spine, for her
handle Bone Carver. In A Court of Frost and Starlight, she asks Rhys to replace the eye tattooed in the middle of her palms with the design of the Night Court insignia, a mountain of three stars. This type of markings can never be changed. Personality Feyre begins by wearing a strange, cold, reclusive mask that hides her warmth and compassion. She is very stubborn and keeps
her promises, although she is quite natural at lying. She has a rebellious, daring side to her and is very curious about the world around her. Feyre is seductive and charming when she wants to be but generally prefers to be open to the people she has an affection for. She hates it when others judge her, and is quite upset when it comes to those who don't get equal rights. She can
be very cunning as she is brilliant at masking her emotions and playing different roles, and has a hot-headed mood when provoked. She has an unwavering loyalty to those who have earned her trust, and hatred for those who have broken it. Feyre has a dark side that she doesn't mind showing, driven forward by her compassion, determination, self-sacrificing nature, and faith for
those she loves. Feyre is also an avid artist, but after the events under the mountain she could not bring herself to paint. Biography Life Feyre Feyre the youngest child of three sisters, Nesta, the oldest and Elain middle child. Feyre's family was wealthy. Her father was called prince by merchants and her mother was reckless towards her daughters, only caring about her status and
party planning. Feyre's mother died of typhoid when she was eight, but not before she made her promise that she will take care of the family. When Feyre was nine years old, her merchant father put all his money into a trading business across the sea and lost all his ships. He was in debt and chased and attacked by those he owed. As a result, her father's knee was irreparably
injured, witnessed by Feyre because she was the only one of his three daughters who tried to stop her father's knee from being destroyed. Now living in poverty, Feyre becomes the only provider for the family despite being the youngest. Too young to read before her family lost her fortune, Feyre grew up illiterate, and without upper-class education her sisters benefited from. When
they were forced to move from their home to an indescribable village, Nesta, Elain, and their father left all housekeeping and bread-winning to Feyre. When she was eleven, she began to follow hunters to the forest and learned to set snares and hunt by looking at them. Later, she began a sexual relationship with a village boy named Isaac Hale and her sisters searched for possible
suitors. Feyre has always had an interest in painting, but since her sisters utilize any money Feyre gives in the household, she has little time or resources to buy colors and practices. Once feyre could sell some of her hunts, Elain bought her three colors, red, blue and yellow. Feyre began painting on every surface she could find, tables and a common chest of drawers. She
painted fire for Nesta, flowers for Elain, and although she couldn't explain it, she painted the night sky, the stars and the moon for herself. A Thorn and Rose Court Feyre kills Andras Feyre is first introduced in the snow-covered forests of her village, which she hunts for food during the harsh winter cold. She is close to starvation and while she settles down to shoot a doe, she spots
a wolf. When Feyre notices, she struggles between driving or shooting the big wolf, which can be a faerie. Out of hatred for faeries, she shoots the motionless wolf, and since he doesn't die, she shoots another arrow through his eye, finally killing him. Feyre skins the wolf and drags a doe she killed to her cabin. Unknown to her was the wolf Andras—a faerie from the Spring Court
sent to the mortal realm of Tamlin. A day after killing the wolf, Feyre goes to the village to sell what's left of the doe. When she comes back, while having dinner with her family, a beast with a bear-like body, wolf's head and moose horn destroys her cabin door and storms into it, asking who killed When Feyre confesses that it was her and asks the beast what the price is, the beast
answers a life for a life. When Feyre asks the beast to kill her outside so that her family doesn't have to clean her blood from the floor, the beast is impressed with her nerve and tells her that she could fulfill her guilt by spending her life in Prythian. Her father encourages her to do it and never come back. Feyre leaves with the beast and for the few minutes they move through the
forest, she looks for a way to run away or kill it. She is then knocked out by the beast with magic and kept unconscious throughout the journey. Feyre meets Tamlin and Lucien Feyre regains consciousness when she is already in the spring court and arrives at a nice, seemingly empty mansion. She is taken into a dining room by the beast which with a flash of light turns into a
blond, young man with a mask, Tamlin. He offers her food, which she refuses. He sends her to swim and come back. When she returns, she still refuses to eat, believing that she will be spelled. Tamlin and Feyre are joined only by a faerie named Lucien who initially begins to mock her for being human and looks starved. Tamlin tries to get her interest by telling her that she looked
clean and well dressed, which she dismisses as pathetic flirting. Because of her continued distrust he magically chains her to the seat and promises not to release her until she eats, Feyre forces and is sent to her room and not a cell, to her surprise. Although initially, the relationship with Tamlin is difficult, eventually he gains Feyre's confidence and interest. Feeling that she didn't
promise she gave her mother and leaving her family to die, Tamlin admits that he glamoured her family into thinking she left to care for a sick aunt and her father's ship was found over the ocean. Tamlin himself sent them gold and jewels to ensure their well-being after he took Feyre. Feeling free, she starts painting and tries to learn to read. Feyre meets Rhys During the Night of
Calanmai, Feyre is advised by Tamlin to stay in her room and not open her door no matter what. Restless because of the sound of drums, and feel them call her, she leaves the mansion and goes to the mountains. While she's there, she meets three High Fae, who take an interest in her and intresed her into the woods, where they try to exploit her. She is then rescued by a
stranger, who she thinks is the most beautiful man she has ever seen, sensual, yet dangerous. When they go their separate ways, she is found by Lucien and returned to the mansion. When she hears the music from the mountains suddenly stop, Feyre walks out of her room to have a snack, only to be found by a strange Tamlin, drunk with magic. He starts seducing her and bites
her neck. She beats him and says she's not a Plate. After these events, the interest between her and Tamlin becomes more obvious. Obvious. morning while you eat breakfast, the family who rescued her under Calanmai will enter the mansion. Before he comes to the dining room Lucien glamours Feyre not to be visible to the stranger. Tamlin reveals the stranger to being
Rhysand and tries to kick him out. Rhysand reveals that he came to the Spring Court to send a message from an unknown woman, later turned out to be Amarantha. Before Leaving Rhysand, Rhysand notices the extra plate on the table and recognizes Feyre's smell. He destroys the glamour and reads and grabs feyre in the head, injuring her and scaring Tamlin. After this, Tamlin
sends her home, where she finds her now rich family. Nesta admits that she resisted Tamlin's glamour and remembers everything that happened. After a few weeks, Feyre decides to come back to the spring court, which she finds desolate and destroyed. She finds Ali, who explains what happened and why. Feyre stabs Tamlin Feyre decides to go Under the Mountain, where she
is brought to Amarantha. Feyre claims she wants to free Tamlin and Amarantha agrees, but only if Feyre survives three challenges and solves a conundrum. Tamlin remains silent and motionless throughout the interaction between the ladies. During her first trial, Feyre injures her arm, which is left unattended by Amarantha and the other faeries. One night, Rhysand manages to
get into Feyre's cell and offers her healing in exchange for spending two weeks of each month in the Night Court. Feyre initially disagrees but negotiates for one week a month. When they both agree, a beautiful black tattoo with a cat's eye in her palm appears on her left arm. After successfully completing the remaining two attempts, Amarantha, furious, begins to kill Feyre, who
eventually manages to break the Amarantha curse with his last breath. Amarantha snaps Feyre's throat and she dies. Feyre is later resurrected by the seven high lords of Prythian, but she transforms in the process into a High Fae, traumatized by all the things she had to do to free Tamlin, herself, and the entire Prythian. She shares a farewell with Rhysand and then returns to the
Spring Court to live with Tamlin. A court of Mist and Fury Feyre and Tamlin wedding. Feyre has spent three months in the spring court following the events in Under the Mountain. She battles with the traumatic events she experienced, after killing two innocent High Fae as part of her tests. She constantly wakes up in the middle of the night with nightmares and vomit in the
bathroom. Tamlin, who works on similar issues, ignores what happens to both of them, pretending nothing happened. Feyre's physical and mental health continues to deteriorate and Tamlin will not allow her out of his mansion. Feyre spends his time planning his wedding with Ianthe, a high priest, and Tamlin's childhood friend. Ianthe takes over responsibility for the wedding
planner and, with Tamlin, checks aspect of Feyre's life, including what she wears. Feyre, who is so broken, accepts everything they want to do to her. According to Ianthe and Tamlin, Feyre's responsibility is to carry children to ensure Tamlin's bloodline survives, and plan parties. She must behave according to his desire to send the right message to the remaining courts. Tamlin
admits to her that she will be a consort only, never a High Lady. On the day of her wedding, Feyre isn't sure what she's doing. She believes that after getting married, things will get better between her and Tamlin and eventually a mating bond will take place. Alis mentions that she looks like she's going to a funeral instead of her wedding. Ten steps before they reach Tamlin, Feyre
decides to stop the wedding. But she can barely speak and stops walking down the aisle. She panics and prays for someone to save her and stop the wedding. Tamlin realizes what's going on and tries to grab her and pull her towards him. Suddenly Rhysand seems to take Feyre away to the Night Court, calling in the purchase she made with him Under the Mountain. They both
winnow to the Night Court, where she finds a large house on a mountain, instead of the horrible place she expected. Feyre is surprised to see concern in Rhysand's eyes but while he makes fun of her wedding dress and fiasco, she throws one of her shoes on her head. Rhysand tells her that she is quite strong for a normal High Fae and that she may have inherited the powers of
other high lords, while they resurrected her, and that she needs to train to be prepared for an upcoming war against the King of Hybern and his forces. The next morning Rhysand tells Feyre her torture for the week, learning to read. He also offers her a job to stay with him and work for him, which she automatically refuses out of hatred and anger towards him. When Feyre is
returned to the Spring Court, Tamlin uses her as a spy to gather all possible information about the Night Court and Rhysand. During Tithe, a tax collection Tamlin collected for all members of his countries, helping Feyre a water wraith pay his debt, a fact that infuriates Tamlin. When they start arguing about it, Feyre admits that she feels controlled and overwhelmed by Tamlin. Out
of fury, he destroys his study, but she is not injured, after creating a wall of air around her for protection. She immediately forgives Tamlin for what happened. When Rhysand takes her to the Night Court for the second time, she spends most of her time alone reading books, after learning to read and write under Rhysand's teachings and teasing. He also teaches her to block her
mind from someone who can try to control her. When she is about to return to the spring court, concerned, he asks her what can he do to help her, because she looks physically and mentally worse every day. She refuses his help but expresses that she she not so happy to go back to the spring court. When she returns to the Spring Court, Tamlin limits all her privileges, saying it's
for her own safety. One morning Tamlin goes out on patrol with Lucien and Feyre catches them leaving and asks to join. Tamlin refuses and extolls the house with her inside, locking her up. She panics and envelops herself in a cocoon of darkness, fire and wind. Rhysand is forced to destroy Tamlin's departments and sends Morrigan in to save Feyre. When Feyre wakes up the
next day, she finds Rhysand in her room, tired and desperate, after spending the night in a chair watching over her. He says she is free to stay in the House of Wind until she wants to leave. Feyre asks him to take her with him and he winnows them to Velaris. After meeting Rhysand's Inner Circle, Feyre decides to work with him. After several events, she begins to realize how
broken she was and how badly she was treated at the Spring Court. She begins a path of self-discovery that leads her right where she belongs. All this is in the midst of a war against the Hybern. In the process, Rhysand is shot from the sky with ash darts and Feyre rescues him, killing the invaders and removing the arrows from his body. She finds that the arrows were poisoned
and tries to help Rhys by catching Suriel. She finds out that the High Lord of the Night Court is her friend. Feyre is upset, but returns to Rhys and heals him with his blood, as Suriel tells her to. She takes Rhys back to Morrigan and the others and asks Mother to remove her. After a few days in a small cabin, Feyre realizes that she loves Rhysand as he does her. He appears one
day and explains everything to her, how he protected Velaris from Amarantha, and the dreams he used to have of Feyre's life. He tells her how he found her on Calanmai, when he felt mating tapes, and how he fell in love with her. They are intimate and then return to the Illyrian camp. Cassian provokes Rhys in a struggle to work off some of the aggression he feels. They pick up
the first half of the Book of Breathing and receive the second half of the golden queen of the mortal world. High Lord and Lady of the Night Court Velaris is then attacked and Feyre defends the city, using powers at his disposal. She kills Attor and Rhys name her Defender of the Rainbow. Rhys, Feyre, Mor, Cassian, and Azriel travel to Hybern. Feyre fails to repeal the Cauldron,
and they meet Jurian, who has been resurrected by the King of The Hybern. Jurian shoots Azriel and they are brought before the King of The Hybern. It is revealed that Tamlin and Lucien worked with Hybern, allowing Hybern to set up an area where they could knock down the wall in exchange for Feyre's return. The King senses that Rhys and Feyre are friends. Apparently Ianthe
betrayed them and told the king was Feyres Werre. The king has them dragged out and fell into the Cauldron, making them High Fae. Lucien and Elain's mating bond snaps into place. Rhys almost makes the king an offer when Feyre starts shaking violently and throws out his Light magic from the Day Court, momentarily dazzling everyone. She destroys the wards of the castle
preventing them from winnowing out and playing one last match, pretending that Rhys had retained control of her mind. Her friends play along as she cries and runs to Tamlin, who refuses to accept that she could even love someone else, and sees her as his property, his prize. They say their silent farewells and Mother winnows Elain and Nesta out. Rhys, Cassian and Azriel
follow. Feyre goes back to the Spring Court and it is revealed that she is Rhysand's spy and the High Lady of The Night Court, The Queen of Rhys and equal in every way. When Feyre walks up the driveway, she looks back and sees that Lucien has seen through every lie. She smiles at him as Tamlin leads her into the heart of his territory. A court in Wings and Ruin Feyre returns
to the Spring Court. She is there to spy for Rhysand and the Night Court to gather information. She also plans the destruction of Tamlin's court - from the inside. She uses a glamour to hide the tattoo that marks her as the High Lady of the Night Court. She begins to turn Tamlin's guard soldiers against him, convinces the rest of Fae in the spring that she is Kittel-blessed, and
establishes her status in the spring court. She kills Dagdan and Brannagh, Hybern's niece and nephew, and forces Ianthe to break her hand. When she's done with her job, she'll leave. She has primed the spring court to fall and left to go home. Lucien follows her on her journey where she encounters three of Lucien's brothers, one is Eris, heir to the Autumn Court. Cassian and
Azriel rescue them and bring them home. She has an emotional reunion with Mother and Amren but is overwhelmed with emotion when she sees Rhys. Hybern attacks Adriata, and the Night Court comes to their aid. Rhys's Inner Circle goes to battle and helps Tarquin and his soldiers defeat Hybern. The king comes in a hologram, revealing to Rhys that he knew their personal
history and that it will take everything they have to defeat him.   Rhys is terrified because of this and is afraid he threatened Feyre's life. The king disappears and Rhys leaves the ship. When Feyre realizes they have the armies, she thinks on their side have monsters and requests to go see Bone Carver. Rhys takes her and Cassian to prison and Feyre asks him to fight hybern. He
agrees, but will only fight if she retrieves Ouroboros, a mirror possessed by Keir, Mother's father.  Feyre sees his beast form in the Ouroboros mirror. (Art of brielyasmine) Powers and abilities When Feyre died Under the Mountain she was resurrected and reborn by the powers of the seven high lords. She was Made into a High Fae, thus gaining physique High Fae, their strength
and speed, their sharper minds, and even their immortality. Feyre also inherited a fraction of all seven High Lord powers, and as a result she can trace hidden objects through this power and use these abilities together. Feyre can win from one place to another. She receives Illyrian combat training from Cassian and Illyrian flight training from Azriel. The following lists show Feyre's
abilities and its corresponding court. Spring Court: Shapeshifting - She can manifest claws, claws and illyrian wings. Summer Court: Water manipulation – She controls water expertly, able to create water wolves that can drown hybern soldiers with ease. She uses it against Beron, the autumn lord, after he insults Rhysand. Autumn Court: Fire manipulation – She mastered the
control of fire, much to the chagrin of Beron. Winter Court: Ice Manipulation – She mastered the control of ice, using it to freeze back parts of a lake after Eris melts it. Kallias asks her if she has mastered it, to which she replies. Dawn Court: Healing abilities (through her blood) – She is in control of her healing, using it to help Rhysand after he is shot with ash arrows. Day Court: Air
Manipulation, Light Generation, Cursebreaking – She has control over these abilities too, using them several times throughout the series. One of her titles is Cursebreaker. Night Court: Darkness Manipulation, Daemati Abilities – Has mastery of these abilities because of her training with Rhysand. These abilities are strengthened after she friends with Rhysand and becomes high
lady of the night court. Relationships Family Feyre has a strained relationship with his father. She is somewhat angry that her father never got a job after he was disabled and ashamed of him.  The young huntress has a complicated relationship with his eldest sister Nesta. Feyre believes Nesta was born with a scoff on his face and the two frequent bicker. But Feyre still loves her
sister and she warns Nesta that the guy she wants to marry isn't right for her. At the end of the book, Feyre is surprised that Nesta went searching for Feyre after Tamlin removed her. Nesta also listened to Feyre's advice and dumped the guy she met. Feyre realizes that she misunderstood Nesta and the two grow a little closer. Feyre has a better relationship with her other sister



Elain who is described as innocent and does not understand things that her other sisters do. Feyre has a soft spot for Elain and buys her seeds for the flower garden that Elain tends to in milder months when Feyre can afford it. In return, Elain Feyre gave a gift, three small pints of color one summer. Feyre was very pleased with his gift and painted his house with small vines and
flowers along the windows and and edges of things, small curls of the flame on the stones bordering the heartset. A few free minutes Feyre had that summer she would bedeck their house in color, sometimes hiding clever decorations inside boxes, behind threadbare curtains, under the chairs and table. Love Interests Not consort, not wife. Feyre is the High Lady of the Night
Court. My equal in every way; she would wear my crown, sit on a throne next to mine. Never neglected, never designated for breeding and celebrations and child care. My queen. Feyre and Rhysand share a relationship that is both dangerous, somewhat hateful on her part, affectionate and understanding. She was the one he revealed all his frustrations to, and she admitted her
anguish to him at the end of the A Court of Thorns and Roses. He kept her from splitting emotionally in the second task and lost the usual calm pretext he normally had while trying to save her in the third. The two share an understanding of each other. In A Court of Mist and Fury Rhysand rescues Feyre from the running court. He respects her freedom of choice and ability to
defend herself. Rhysand struggles with Feyre's feelings of self-hatred and eventually helps her deal with them. Their relationship deepens and they develop romantic feelings for each other. These feelings continue to develop and lead to them becoming friends. In A Court of Thorns and Roses, Feyre develops a romantic relationship with Tamlin, High Lord of the Spring Court,
quickly. The two share pleasurable moments. In A Court of Mist and Fury their relationship develops a rift when they return from Under the Mountain and Tamlin becomes extremely overprotective and controlling to the point of lashing out if she questions him and eventually lock her indoors. Being locked up causes Feyre to have a panic attack that leads to the discovery of her
ability to manipulate shadows. She breaks their engagement just before she was rescued and taken to the Night Court. Feyre had a distant, almost strictly sexual relationship with a boy from her village named Isaac Hale. Notable Friendship She befriends Lucien, another faerie who lives on Spring Court. In A Court of Mist and Fury, Feyre and his friendship deepen. He is
sympathetic to her post-traumatic stress and tries and fails to get Tamlin to train her to control her newfound abilities. Lucien takes a more loyal approach to Tamlin, above Feyre's friendship. This leads to confrontations between them. Trivia If ACOTAR were published in modern times, Feyre would love the Sofia Coppola films. [2] In ACOFAS there is a chapter written in Rhys'
POV in which he reveals that Feyre has a purple-and-pear fragrance Feyre is descended from Fayre which is an English name meaning beautiful. Feyre is easily based on Belle from Beauty and the Beast. Sarah J. Maas stated in an interview that part of the reason she chose the name was because it sounded fair. Sarah Maas stated in an interview that Feyre would be sorted in
Slytherin if she attended Hogwarts. In an interview, Maas stated that if Feyre ended up with someone from the Throne of Glass series, it would likely be Chaol Westfall. The first time she killed a living creature, a young rabbit in the woods, Feyre was 14 and her family was starving. In the aftermath, she cried for hours and she vomited the same rabbit after they had eaten it for
dinner. She has several tattoos: She has a tattoo on her left forearm from her affair with Rhysand Under the Mountain. It was removed by the King of Hybern while attempting to steal the Cauldron and reinstated when she and Rhys promise each other to move on to the next life together. She has a tattoo on her right forearm, twin of one on her left, from when she was sworn in as
the High Lady of the Night Court.  She has a tattoo of a narrow ribbon around her left forearm, for her contract with Bryaxis. She has a tattoo of a narrow ribbon above Bryaxis tattoo, for her affair to die while Rhys She has four phases of the moon with a small star in the middle of them tattooed down her spine, for her affair with Bone Carver. In A Court of Frost and Starlight, she
asks Rhys to replace the eye tattooed in the middle of her palms with the design of the Night Court insignia, a mountain of three stars. This type of markings can never be changed. She wears a silver ring with a star sapphire belonging to Rhysand's mother, as a symbol of their mating band. In Ouroboros, The Mirror of Beginnings and Endings, Feyre sees a wild animal form of
itself. She has black and gold fur, a ridge of dark scales down her back, huge paws, her blue-gray eyes, and a peeled tail. quote I wasn't prey anymore. And I wasn't a mouse. I was a wolf. No one was my master, but Maybe I'd be master of everything, if I wanted to. If I dared. I see you all, Rhys. And there's not a part that I don't love about everything I am. When you spend so long
trapped in darkness, you find that darkness begins to stare back. Don't you-you don't want your own space? What have you done to me? I wonder if any part of me knew what was waiting for me. That I would never be a gentle grower of things, or someone who burned like fire – but that I would be quiet and enduring and as faceted as night. That I would have beauty, for those who
knew where to look, and if people didn't bother to look, but only to fear it... I was wondering if I was looking for this place. I didn't ask for anything. That girl who needed to be protected, who had longed for stability and comfort . . . . . . she had died under the mountain. I had died, and there had been no one who had protected me from those horrors before my neck burst. I let some
of the wolf show. You can leave if I'm just going to insult me. Appearances References Add a photo to this gallery
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